OUTLINE DRAWING FOR 150 kVA GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSFORMER

AGENCY APPROVALS: UL, CUL, RoHS
SHIELD: ELECTROSTATIC SHIELD
IMPE DIANCE: 5.7/0% EFFICIENCY: 98.83% (DOE10-II-D-431K (2016)) TERMINATION: ALUMINUM BUS BAR MAX. TEMP.: 40°C INSTALLATION CLASS: 220°C KVA RATING: 150.0 SECONDARY VOLTAGE: 480V DELTA CT.
FREQUENCY: 60 HZ TAPS: 2-2.5% PCN & 4-2.5% FCBN PRIMARY VOLTAGE: 480V DELTA 3P3W WEIGHT: (lbs): 995 ENCLOSURE TYPE: AIR COOLED, VENTILATED
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